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The purpose of these study group meetings,
which are organized by the Tumor Biology
Program of the International Union Against
Cancer (UICC), is to establish a basis for
possible clinical applications founded on mole-
cular concepts. For this purpose, generally a few
clinicians, pathologists, and epidemiologists are
invited together with a core group of cell and
molecular biologists. The meetings are of a
particularly informal nature, to foster the ex-
change of ideas rather than to discuss data. It is
for this reason that no book is published as a
follow-up but rather a brief report is published
as this one.More detailed data can be requested
from the participants directly. Their addresses
are provided at the end of this report.
Thefirstmeeting of theseUICCStudyGroups

was held in Annapolis in 1983 and was devoted
to ‘‘CancerMetastasis.’’ Nineteen years laterwe
thought that it is high time to revisit this parti-
cular topic. Althoughmostmeetings in between
were targeted largely to oncogenes, tumor sup-
pressor genes signaling and the cell cycle, some
of these were, similar to metastasis, directed to
tissue and whole animal topics like angiogen-
esis [Burger andFolkman, 1994;Burger, 2000a]
and animal models [Burger, 2000b].
Many of the most intriguing questions which

were raisedat thefirstmeetingwithin the series

of these UICC meetings were expected to be
answered about 20 years later. Some questions
have been answered and others are yet to be
answered. What is surprising is the fact that
downright biological concepts are still prevail-
ing among the research topic as well as the
enigmas to be resolved; more so than in the
primary tumor world of oncogenes and tumor
suppressor genes. However, the key increments
in information on the metastasis process over
the last 20–30 years also derive from biology
and pathobiology primarily. Thus, the pro-
nounced heterogeneity of metastatic versus
primary tumor cells has not only consequences
for the plethora of mechanisms involved in
metastasis but also for the difficulty to come to
simple concepts about treatment of metastatic
tumors.

A tumor cell has to overcomemany steps from
the primary tumor until it successfully estab-
lishes ametastasis. The same type of tumormay
have developed entirely different capabilities to
overcome different steps in different patients.
This then strengthens the concept that the
midrange future will require careful diagnostic
clarification of an individual patient’s tumor cell
deficiencies and a corresponding tailor-made
therapeutical approach.

For the time being some of the immediate
topics which metastasis research deals with,
are the mechanisms of lymphatic versus vas-
cular escape of viable tumor cells, the mechan-
isms of survival in the blood and lymph system,
the chemotactic movement and its organ
specificity as well as a second look at adhesion
to the tumor cells’ microenvironment all along
its way from primary site to growth in the
target organ. Many a dogma had recently to be
revised or refined and that applies to primary
tumor research as well as to the process of
metastasis.
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Metastasis Depending on Angiogenesis and the
Maintenance of the Vascular System

Dr. I.J. Fidler opened the meeting with a
general survey of metastasis as a phenomenon
and of mechanisms leading to metastasis. The
continuous growth of metastases depends on
induction and maintenance of vasculature.
Tumor cells growing in a specific organ micro-
environment express ligands that regulate
expression of receptors on the tumor cells and
tumor-associatedendothelial cells.Protein tyro-
sine kinase inhibitors inhibit phosphorylation
of specific growth factor receptors. Coupledwith
chemotherapy these produce apoptosis in tumor-
associated endothelial cells and hence des-
truction of organ-specific-metastases. He then
exemplified these general thoughts by showing
that downregulation of the EGF-receptor sig-
naling pathways with a novel EGF-R tyrosine
kinase inhibitor (PKI 166) did not only inhibit
growth and metastasis of human pancreatic
carcinoma cells implanted into pancreas of nude
mice, but also inhibited angiogenesis of endo-
thelial cells and resorption of bonewhen human
PC-3M prostate cancer cells were implanted
into bones of nude mice. Blockade of EGF-R
signaling can therefore provide an attractive
approach to therapy of osteolytic bone cancer
metastases.

Dr. M.J.C. Hendrix presented data demon-
strating the plasticity of aggressive melanoma
cells that express multiple phenotypic markers,
similar to embryonic cells. Vasculogenic mimi-
cry is one example of plasticity in which highly
aggressive, but not poorly aggressive, mela-
noma cells express endothelial-specific genes
(such as VE-cadherin). The aggressive mela-
noma cells are able to participate in the neo-
vascularization of ischemic muscle, and they
secrete and modify their extracellular environ-
ment; that can inducemelanomacells to express
a vasculogenic phenotype. These results high-
light the importance of themicroenvironment in
influencing the expression and fate of tumor
cells.

Compared with our understanding of a
tumor’s vascular system, our understanding of
its lymphatic system isminimal. Dr. R.K. Jain’s
conclusions, that lymphatics are absent or not
functional within tumors and that peritumoral
lymphatics are a poor prognostic factor, has a
practical value. He pointed out that VEGF-C
andD increase the surface area of lymphatics in

the tumor margin and in the peritumor normal
tissue, and thus facilitates lymphatic metasta-
sis.He triggered an interesting discussionwhen
proposing that judicious application and not
overdosing of anti-angiogenic therapy can ‘‘nor-
malize’’ the abnormal vasculature of tumors,
and thus augment the delivery and response to
cytotoxic therapies while a complete deletion of
the vascular supply may be counterproductive
during chemotherapy since the drugs may not
reach the tumor.

Chemokines and Cell Motility

Dr. A. Zlotnik introduced the rapidly expand-
ing concept that organ-specific metastasis may
be due to a fit of high ligand concentration in
the target organ and high receptor presence in
the ‘‘homing’’ tumor cell. The generality of this
principle like many other valid ones will have
to be confirmed. The chemokine superfamily
includes 46 ligands and 18 receptors. Some
ligands are species specific. He concluded that
tumor cells express a non-random, specific
pattern of chemokine receptors, and that the
ligands of these receptors are expressed in
organs that represent common metastatic des-
tinations. Dr. Zlotnik convincingly showed that
an anti-CXCR4 antibody blocks metastasis in a
mouse model of breast cancer.

Microenvironmental hypoxia and genetic
changes such as the functional inactivation of
the von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) tumor suppres-
sor trigger the activation of a hypoxia-inducible
transcription program which is critical for
tumor growth. Dr. W. Krek has identified a
series of novel hypoxia-inducible genes, among
them the gene encoding the chemokine receptor
CXCR4 that promotes cell migration in re-
sponse to its natural ligand SDF-1. These find-
ings uncovered an unexpected link between
microenvironmental hypoxia/VHL inactivation
and theprocesses of cellmigrationand invasion/
metastasis involving SDF1/CXCR4 signaling.

Dr. J. Condeelis discussed the chemotaxis of
carcinoma cells toward gradients of EGF which
occurs in the primary tumors of rats andmice in
the ‘‘breast’’ (mammary fatpad). Sources of EGF
are associated with blood vessels. One of these
sources has been identified as tumor associated
macrophages that congregate around vessels.
There appears to be anobligatoryparacrine loop
for invasion and intravasation by carcinoma
cells of the primary tumor involving carcinoma
cell secreted CSF-1 and macrophage secreted
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EGF. He showed that invasive carcinoma cells
in these mammary tumor models upregulate
expression of EGF-R and molecules involved in
activation of Arp2/3 complex and Arp2/3 com-
plex itself. His future work will focus on a mole-
cular definition of chemotaxis in carcinoma cells
to EGF.
Dr. M.E. Hemler reviewed the large family of

tetraspanins (30 distinct members) which are
transmembrane proteins that are abundantly
expressed on nearly all human cells. Many
reports have suggested that tetraspanins CD9
and CD82 may act as tumor metastasis sup-
pressors, whereas CD151 appears to promote
tumor cell metastasis. New studies now begin
to suggest that CD151 in particular, and
tetraspanins in general, may regulate cellular
mechanical force transduction through certain
integrins, thus resulting in altered cell moti-
lity and morphology. Such results could help
to explain the role of tetraspanins during
metastasis.

Adhesion to the Vascular Tree and to the
Tumor Cell’s Microenvironment

Dr. R. Hynes introduced this topic which has
long been too mechanistically treated while
selectivity of binding and signaling has now
brought new refined insights. Acquisition of
selectin ligands by human carcinoma cells is a
sign of poor prognosis, suggesting that tumor
cells may use selectins in their spread. He has
investigated this hypothesis using selectin-
deficient mice and found that metastatic spread
is indeed reduced by the absence of selectins.
Surprisingly, in different assays, he found that
growth of primary implanted tumors is suppres-
sed by the absence of selectins and the evidence
indicates that some bonemarrow-derived selec-
tin-dependent host cells, other than lympho-
cytes, contribute to this anti-tumor response.
The exclusively mechanical adhesion aspect

prevailed over a long time for the role of E-
cadherin in the metastasis process. E-cadherin
is known to act as a tumor suppressor in colo-
rectal tumor cells by antagonizing beta-catenin
signaling in the nucleus. Dr. B. Gumbiner
concluded, however, that only a small fraction
of cytosolic beta-catenin can interact with TCF
transcription factors or cadherins. He proposed
that E-cadherin acts as a tumor cell invasion
suppressor independently of its role in cell
adhesion or in regulation of beta-catenin signal-

ing. Based on the observation that beads
coupled with functionally active E-cadherin
inhibited the growth of sparsely seeded cells,
he concluded that E-cadherin mediates contact
inhibition of cell growth directly and indepen-
dently of other cell–cell contacts like adhesion
mediated alteration in juxtacrine signaling via
other receptors in cell–cell contacts.

Except for a few reports, metastases in a peri-
pheral organ were generally thought to occur in
the target organ parenchyme after penetrating
and leaving the vessel. Dr. R. Muschel’s direct
observation of pulmonary vasculature in iso-
lated lungs has revealed that circulating tumor
cells attach to the vessels and then proliferate
within the blood vessels. Non-metastatic tumor
cells also attach, but then they die by apoptosis.
These studies then describe a model for metas-
tasis of attachment, survival, and proliferation
with survival as the rate limiting step within
the target organ vessel.

By probing the heterogeneity of the vascular
endothelium Dr. E. Ruoslahti has opened up
entirely new avenues of targeting specific drugs
towhere they areuseful andnotwhere they lead
to toxic side effects. His laboratory uses in vivo
selection of peptide libraries displayed on phage
to identify peptides that selectively recognize
the vasculature of individual tissues or tumors.
Thenewest generation of these homingpeptides
have striking properties: they take a payload
such as a fluorescein molecule into tumor cells
and tumor endothelial cells. One of these pep-
tides selectively recognizes the lymphatic vas-
culature in certain tumors but does not bind
to tumor blood vessels or lymphatics in nor-
mal tissues. Thus, tumor lymphatics, like their
blood vessels, are specialized and may provide
new opportunities for targeting of therapies to
tumors.

Can the Metastatic Potential of a
Primary Tumor be Predicted?

Earlier efforts to predict themetastatic poten-
tial of colon carcinoma, particularly by I.J.
Fidler, have shown that lower E-cadherin,
higher proteases, and other specific in situ ex-
pressions had prognostic value. Dr. T.R. Golub
presented his genomewide expression profiles
in leukemias, lymphomas,brain, lung,andpros-
tate cancers. He compared expression profiles
of primary human tumors to that of metastatic
lesions derived from different patients, thereby
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creating a metastasis ‘‘signature.’’ The metas-
tasis signature was already present in a subset
of primary tumors, and these patients had a
higher likelihood of developingmetastases than
those patients lacking the signature.Thesedata
suggest that some tumors are preconfigured
to metastasize, arguing against the model of
selection of rare metastatic variants within a
largely non-metastatic primary tumor.

Cell Cycle and Tumor Suppressors

Three presentations did not directly dealwith
the metastatic process but with derangements
in the cell cycle which contribute to growth ab-
errations already in the primary tumor. Dr. D.
Livingston found that Rb is constitutively con-
centrated in two nuclear subfractions—the
soluble fraction and the chromatin fraction.
Entry of Rb into the chromatin fraction is a
protein phosphatase 2A-dependant process.
Once in the chromatin fraction, Rb can, after
S-phase DNA damage, be translocated to cer-
tain replication origins where it suppresses
unwarranted initiating activity. PP2A inhibi-
tion by SV40 small t-Antigen prevented post-
damage Rb/origin binding.

The PTEN tumor supressor regulates cell-
cycle progression, at least in part, through regu-
lation of PI3K signaling induced relocalization
of forkhead transcription factors. Transcrip-
tional profiling and functional data from Dr.
W.R. Seller’s laboratory reveal that forkhead
regulates cell-cycle progression and suppres-
ses tumor formation through IRS-independent
transcriptional repression of D-type cyclins.
These data suggest that different functional
outputs downstream of FKHR, may be enacted
through distinct transcriptional methods.

Dr. B.R. Zetter discussed a novel role for the
protein antizyme in regulating the cell cycle in
prostate cancer cells. Antizyme is upregulated
in response to high local polyamine concen-
trations in the prostate. Elevated antizyme
levels result in cell cycle arrest due to selective
antizyme-induced degradation of specific cell
cycle proteins including cyclin D1 and cdk4.
Loss of antizyme during tumor progressionmay
consequently lead to increased prostate cancer
cell proliferation. There is additional evidence
that downregulation of antizyme may also be
important in the progression of oral and gastric
cancer as well and insofar as it is not only an
early event, may well have a role also in later
events like metastasis.
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